Automatic Multi-word Units Extraction is an important issue in Natural Language Processing. This paper has proposed a new statistical method based on a large-scale balanced corpus to extract multi-word units. We have used two improved traditional parameters: mutual information and log-likelihood ratio, and have increased the precision for the top 10,000 words extracted through the method to 80.13%. The results of the research indicate that this method is more efficient and robust than previous multi-word units extraction methods.
Introduction
Natural language processing is a project based on knowledge, thus human's linguistic knowledge must be stored in the computer and the process of human's comprehending and producing languages be formalized before the computer commands human's linguistic potency. Since multi-word units (words formed with at least two characters) are the primary embodiment of semantics (Pinchuck 1977; Sager 1990) , research on these words is the starting point for different natural language processing applications. Automatic multi-word units (MWUs) extraction has great theoretical and practical significance to such language information processing research as information indexing, machine translation, voice recognition, document classification as well as thesaurus compiling. Presently, the rapid developments in different professional fields (e.g. computer science, medicine) mean continuous creation of new MWUs, and it is impossible to list them exhaustively in a lexicon. Therefore, automatic extraction of MWUs is a very important issue. Compared with western languages, as for Chinese there is no space between characters and words are hard to define, thus automatic Chinese MWUs extraction will surely confront even more difficulties.
In this paper, we have proposed a statistical method based on a large-scale balance corpus to realize the automatic extraction of MWUs. The goal is to extract sets of words with exact meaning from the corpus. Our method mainly consists of three phases (the first two phases include 3 steps respectively and the third phase includes 4 steps). First, select "seeds" (two character word) ready for extension; then extend these seeds at the front or back by K characters; finally, by comparing these parameters, determine which are MWUs. We have assessed the experiment data by measuring precision rates, and the result indicates that our method is more efficient and robust compared with other approaches.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe in detail the method and all statistical parameters used. In section 3, we make a comprehensive analysis and just evaluation of the experimental data. In section 4, we outline the related works as well as their results. Finally, we give out conclusions and introduce part of our later research work in section 5.
to measure the association ratio of adjacent characters.
Technique description

Introduction to mit' and logLi parameters
In this method, we use the parameters mi f and logL f to measure the association ratio between characters. These two parameters are improved from the mutual information and log-likelihood by Silva & Lopes (for detailed illustration please see Silva & Lopes (1999) ). At present, the relatively common formula to calculate mutual information is:
P(x) P(Y)
We think this formula only fits bigrams (two character word). It is hard to use this formula to deal with n-grams (n>2), because it is a knotty problem to divide n-grams effectively into x, y parts. Therefore, we will use the parameter mi f improved by Silva & Lopes, and the calculation formula is defined as follows:
is an n-gram,p(w1 is the probability that occurs in the given corpus. Since we cannot directly calculate the probability p(w i ...wn ) , we are able to estimate it by applying MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) method. The estimation formula is:
In) stands for the occurrence frequency of w1 ...wn in the corpus. N stands for the number of words in the corpus. Ted Dunning originally proposed the parameter log-likelihood ratio, and the formula was defined as follows: (for detailed illustration please see Dunning (1993) )
In this method, we have obtained the parameter logL f according to Silva & Lopes processing method, and the calculation formula is:
10 kf 2 kf 1, nf 1)
nfl+ nf 2 kfl = f , kf 2 = Avy kfl nfl = Avx , nf 2 = N -nfl Avx and Avy are respectively defined as:
Illustrations of MWUs Extraction Algorithm
Our algorithm is done in 3 phases. First, select the seeds for extension; then extend the seeds; finally, determine which extensions are MWUs. Here we are to introduce these phases in a detailed way.
Seeds ready for extension
The algorithm of selecting seeds is:
Input: A Corpus L Output: Seeds list db two
Step 1: Collect all unigram frequencies and possible bigrams frequencies from L in
DB
Step 2: For all 4-grams w x y z in L, remove one count for x y in DB if -mi_f(x, y)<mi_f(w, x)-k or mi_f(x, y)<mi_f(y, z)-k Step 3: Set the lower limit of the parameters and filter DB.
In step 1, we build a database DB to store the frequency information of each adjacent pair of words and unigram in the corpus for the sake of calculating the values of mi_f and logL f.
The purpose of Step 2 is for the consideration of phrase boundary. If these adjacent characters are divided by a phrase boundary, we will subtract 1 from its frequency rate. Give a 4-grams (w, x, y, z), if it satisfies one of the following two conditions: mi_gx, y)<mi_f(w, x)-k or mi_f(x, y)<mi_f(y, z)-k we will suppose these exists a phrase boundary between x and y, and we should subtract 1 from the frequency of xy.
Step 3 is to select seeds. If the frequency of a bigrams and its parameter surpass the fixed threshold, we will select it as a seed.
Extension of Seeds
The main algorithm of the extension of seeds is:
Input: Corpus L, seeds list db_two Output: n-grams list db_n (n = three, four, five or six)
Step 1: For each seed in list db_two, extend the seed at the front or back by K characters First, extend seeds to 3-grams, stored the data in list db_three Step 2: Then extend other n-grams, until n = 2 X (K+1), store the data in list db_n respectively Step 3: Set the fixed threshold of the parameters respectively according to the number n, and filter db n
In step 1 of the algorithm, we are extending the collected seeds at the front or back by K words (let K = 2). When extending 3-grams, the information we need includes the frequencies of these 3-grams, the values of mi_f, logL f, sc and the id of the extended seeds.
For example, suppose we have a seed " g1ilf"(economy), which occurred in a corpus in the following contexts:
> MO kf-Vh, MTTS,140X1-00,501,... then all possible extensions are: (04, V), *), (PP, kIVF),(AkIVFA),(AV, *), (0, Agl*),(04=1, $') and (a AO.VM, Ji).
When we extend "0" into 4-grams, ik) are possible to be extended, so we collect the frequency of the four characters and calculate the values of mi f, logL f of them and the id of seed ("glilf") together with the value of sc (sc = logLi(WVh) -iogL _f(0.V)).
Definition of 1IIWUs
The algorithm to determine MWUs is:
Input: n-grams list db n, seeds list db two Output: MWUs list M
Step 1: Unite all list db n to a list M Step 2: As for list M, order by id asce, logL f desc
Step 3: For each n-grams in M:
Determine if it is MWUs. If it is MWUs, isMWus =1 else isMWUs = 0 Step 4: Filter the list by field "isMWUs" This part is used to select and output the MWUs found through this method.
Step 3 is to deal with nested words. If an n-gram whose logL f value is higher than other n-grams and not contained by others, we consider this n-gram is MWUs. For example, there are some records in our experiment data as follows: (Table 1) According to the above judgment method, we will consider "IVPM-" as a multi-word unit, while "Viti," and "VA" are not.
3
Results, Evaluation and Discussion
The corpus
At present, we mainly test our method with closed data. The corpus we used is the large-scale balanced corpus of Chinese Language Committee. The test data is the core part of the corpus, containing about 20 millions Chinese words.
The results
We have tested our method with the above corpus. For top 10,000 extracted MWUs, we achieved 80.13% precision and increased above 6% compared with the 74.4% precision achieved by Partick & Dekang (2001) . For the top 1,000 words extracted by our method, we achieved 97.60% precision. The detailed results are as follows:
Precision for Topi-k Extracted Ms 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 K x 1000) (Fig. 1) At the same time, we make a research on seeds extension and n-grams precision. We selected 2,000 seeds from the results, and selected the extracted MWUs extended by these seeds. We extracted 3,180 MWUs. The n-grams precision is as follows: (Table 2) From the table 2, we can see the average precision rate is much higher than Fung's n-grams average precision rate 54.09% (Fung 1998) 
Analysis
From the results in 3.2, it is not hard to see that he 2-grams extraction proves to have the most ideal result, while 5-grams the worst. The precision change tendency is shown as follows: descendence, and that of the precision rate of odd-grams is even sharper to form two valleys in the curve. This on one hand indicates that Chinese MWUs are primarily m-grams (m is even number), and on the other hand reveals that in this method certain parameters discriminating odd-grams are not the ideal.
During the process of extraction, we have discovered that many words begin with "n" (of), "fir (and), "A" (is) and "T" (int.), especially those in 5-grams. Customarily, these words are not MWUs, thus we can further filter them by means of lexical knowledge in order to raise the precision rate. From the above experiment data, we can see that the proposed extraction method is quite successful. This is mainly because we have synthesized advantages of the two parameters: mutual information and log-likelihood ratio, and avoided their disadvantages. Generally, mutual information can well reflect the association degree of characters, but it also has its shortage in that it overestimates the function of low frequency words. The log-likelihood ratio is an efficient parameter to solve the problem. The disadvantage of log-likelihood ratio is that for those high frequency words that are rarely adjacent, its value turns out to be pretty high. This problem is solved by mutual information in some sense.
Also, selecting the two improved parameters is another main factor that contributes to the improvement of efficiency, which is shown in 3.1 and 3.2. We apply mi f and logL f because we have revealed certain shortages during the process of extraction with two traditional parameters: mutual information and log-likelihood ratio. The problem lies in that these two traditional parameters are hardly utilized in a just way in the process of seed extension. For example, when we calculate the value of mutual information of the 4-gram wfw2 w3 w4 by using the formula 3.1, it is a big problem how to divide wi w2 w3 w4 into two parts x and y. Theoretically, when divided, x and y should be words, but how to define x, y as two words itself is a problem to be solved. In Patrick & Dekang's term extraction algorithm, wi w2 w3 w4 is generally supposed to be divided into two words or terms (Patrick & Dekang 2001 ), yet this is very hard to realize, and with the increase of the length of n-grams, the division method of xy can be more various. So we think this is not the best solution. The improved parameters in our method fully solve the problem, and in fact the final results fully prove that this method is better than others.
Related works
Traditional approaches of MWUs extraction mainly used rules. However, not all MWUs can be created by rules, there are many words which are not created by rules (SUN Honglin 1998). Our method is mainly based on statistics. Several methods have been proposed for extracting MWUs from corpus by statistical approaches. In this section, we will briefly describe some of them.
Patrick & Dekang (2001) proposed a method based on statistics to automatically extracting domain specific terms from a segmented Chinese corpus. It contains about 10MB of Chinese news text. 10,268 terms extracted from that corpus, with the precision of 74.4%.
Ming-Wen Wu etc (1993) presented a method using mutual information and relative frequency. 9,124 multi-word units are extracted from the corpus, which consists of 74,404 words, with the precision of 47.43%. In this method, the MWUs extraction problem is formulated as classification problem. It also needs a training corpus to estimate parameters for classification model. In our method, we didn't make use of any training corpus. Another difference is that they use the method for English MWUs extraction while we extract Chinese MWUs in our experiments.
Fung (1998) presented a simple system for Chinese MWUs extraction-CXtract. CXtract uses predominantly statistical lexical information to find term boundaries in large text. Evaluations on the corpus consisting of 2 million characters show that the average precision is 54.09%.
Conclusion and future works
In our MWUs automatically extraction method, we use two parameters, mi_f and logL f, deriving from mutual information and log-likelihood ratio. The results of our experiment show that our extraction method is successful. The precision of the top-10,000 MWUs extracted by our method reaches 80.13%, and the precision of the top-1,000 extracted MWUs reaches 97.06%. It is impossible to calculate the overall recall, so we only give the precision.
In future works, we will prepare a test on open data. Furthermore, we will do research on automatic term extraction. Considering the characteristics of term, we may extract MWUs from the corpus of professional fields compared with the MWUs from this balance corpus so as to ensure that the extracted MWUs are terms, instead of common words.
